
Arkansas Junior Team Tennis State Championship 

8 and Under Competencies 
 

Two levels of play will be offered in the 8U division: a Silver-beginner division and a 

Gold-intermediate division. We hope this will increase the overall playing experience 

and level of competition for each team attending the championships. Please consider the 

following recommendations when determining which division your team should play: 

 

 If a player falls between the 2 categories or has characteristics in both categories, 

it is recommended the player be considered Gold.  

 If two or more players on a team fall within the Gold division competencies, it is 

recommended the team play in the Gold division.  

 SERVE 
o Silver Division: Can bounce hit; serve can land anywhere on the court. 

o Gold Division: Overhead or underhand out of the air in correct service 

box. 

 

Silver Division  
In the silver (beginner) division, the player(s): 

1. Is playing their first or second year of 8 & Under Junior Team Tennis and has 

minimal competitive tennis experience. 

2. Makes frequent mistakes and has an inconsistent swing motion. 

3. Lacks consistency in their serve, forehand, and backhand strokes.  

4. Rarely sets feet before making contact. 

5. Frequently double faults and has difficulty understanding the concept of two 

serves per point.  

6. Has difficulty keeping score and lacks understanding of winning and losing. 

7. Needs parent assistance on-court to stay on task.  

8. Struggles understanding proper court position. 

9. Lacks confidence in game playing ability. 

 

Gold Division 
In the gold (intermediate) division, the player(s):  

1. Participates in tennis activities outside of Junior Team Tennis, may include but 

not limited to lessons, quickstart tournaments, tennis camps, etc.  

2. Makes few mistakes and has a consistent swing motion.  

3. Is capable of hitting forehands and backhand with consistency and sets feet during 

swing.  

4. Successfully hits overhead serves or places underhand serves deep in the service 

box.   

5. Rarely double faults.  

6. Understands the basic concepts of winning & losing and how to keep score with 

minimal parent assistance. 

7. Shows interest outside of matches by asking questions on rules, strategy, etc.  

8. Can intentionally hit the ball away from opponent to win points. 


